CL and CN Duo Series

Dynamic working

Mobile, agile, networked: the world of work is currently undergoing a process
of far-reaching transformation. Tasks, ways of working and organising, as
well as the working environment, all of these are subject to change driven by
digitalisation. Mobile, flexible environments that offer room to move are the
answer to increasing dynamics and complexity. Offices are becoming places
that bring people together and where interdisciplinary teams can work
hand in hand to produce creative solutions. It is stimulating to be able to
use different workplaces and workplace situations.
ophelis is a specialist in the holistic design of working environments, and has
a variety of desk systems which offer solutions providing the best conditions
for dynamic working that combine high technical functionality with ergonomics and outstanding aesthetic appeal.
The CL and CN Duo Series are systems that have been developed for optimal
working in open environments. A variety of power supply and docking options
make it possible to respond flexibly to changing tasks and requirements.
There is space for creative teamwork and for individual focussed work.

CL Series work desk system with paravento back partition
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Sitting or standing?
As an electromotor-driven work desk system, the CL series enables everyone
to work ergonomically in changing positions.

CL Series work desk with paravento screens for screening
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Dynamic work environments are a prerequisite for working in an agile way.
Flexible workplaces are what is needed to encourage direct communication,
while at the same time making it possible to screen.

CL Series
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“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler”: The CL
series developed by Martin Dettinger follows this creed. Its high flexibility
means that the electromotor-driven work system meets the requirements
of modern work environments, and it is also suited for use in desk-sharing
scenarios. The leg base is reduced to a precise minimum. The profile of the
base extension with its minimal arches underlines the lightness.

Electrified for fixed desk
top or sliding desk top:
The different electrical
options mean comfortable
use and maximum flexibility
of the worktables.

The CL Series at a glance:
• Electrically height-adjustable: 650 to 1,250 mm
• Variants: Widths of 1,600, 1,800 mm and depths of 800, 900 mm
• Electriﬁcation options for ﬁxed desk top and sliding desk top
• Leg base available in white, silver, black or honey yellow as standard
• C leg base made of square tubing for high strength

Simple height adjustment for
increased mobility: The CL
series makes it simple to
adapt to multiple working
positions and changing users.
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CN Duo Series with paravento M Screen

The common leg base of the CN Duo series provides maximum legroom and
enables a fixed partition to be fitted for acoustic and visual screening.
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CN Duo Series with side panel, paravento M Screen and orga.cube with integrated lighting

Ergonomic sitting/standing desk for team working in open spaces: The height
of the CN Duo series work desks can be adjusted separately and their numerous
combination options provide a wide range of functional design features.

CN Duo Series

Working in open environments supports cooperative dialogue, but also needs
to provide the opportunity to retreat and concentrate. In the CN Duo Series,
ophelis has developed team workstations that meet the ergonomic requirements, incorporate the wish for shielding in double block position and hence
ensure high levels of strength.
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2 leg options
can be selected:
with or without
side leg cover

CN Duo sets itself apart from other systems by connecting the facing table
frames and eliminating the pedestal. This traverse also allows a screen to
be attached for visual and acoustic screening.
The screen is fixed in such a way as to result in a more subdued design than
with conventional third tiers.
The CN Duo Series at a glance:
• The height of both of the workstations can be adjusted independently
of each other
• A common leg base for maximum legroom and stability
• Cross beam facilitates the mounting of a paravento M screen for visual
and acoustic screening
• Height adjustment: 650 to 1.270 mm
• Electriﬁcation options for ﬁxed desk top and sliding desk top and sliding
desk top with brushes on the rear edge of the table

Electriﬁcation via a sliding
desk top with brushes
provides easy, convenient
and safe access to the
cable channel.
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